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"Fiscal Federalism and Equalization Policy in Canada is a concise book that aims to increase
public understanding of equalization and fiscal federalism by providing a comparative and
multidisciplinary perspective on the history, politics, and economics of equalization policy in
Canada. The authors provide a brief history of the equalization program, a discussion of key
economic debates concerning the role of that program and its effects, an analysis of the
politics of equalization as witnessed over the last decade, and an exploration of the
relationship between equalization and other components of fiscal federalism, particularly the
Canada Health Transfer and the Canada Social Transfer. The result is an analysis of
equalization that draws from the best scholarship available in the fields of economics,
economic history, political science, public policy, and political sociology."-Did you volunteer to create a Web site for the softball team? Is it time to take your small
business to the next level and let your customers shop online? Well, you can relax! ASP.NET
3.5 makes creating a dynamic site faster and cleaner than ever before, and ASP.NET 3.5 For
Dummies makes it easier. First, you’ll get an introduction to all the tools and terminology you
need to understand ASP.NET. If you’ve used earlier versions of ASP.NET and Visual Web
Developer, you can probably skip that part and jump right into what’s new in 3.5. You'll make
friends with LINQ and SQL, create sites in Visual Web Developer 2008 Express, and much
more. Before you know it, you’ll discover how to: Integrate data, track shopping cart contents,
and whisk away bugs Create user interfaces with easy navigation Use the ListView control for
sophisticated formatting Write LINQ queries Add a table to a database Create an event handler
Take advantage of the drag 'n' drop feature that lets you write less code Put all the features to
work to develop dynamic Web applications The softball team is going to love that Web site,
and your customers might enjoy shopping on your site so much that you’ll have to expand
your business to fill all the orders! We can’t promise that, of course, but we’re pretty sure that
ASP.NET 3.5 For Dummies will make creating Web sites easier and a lot more fun.
Learn about Canada's land of towering mountains, lush green forests, fertile farmlands,
northern wastelands and our mosaic of cultures with the 59 activities.

Comprehensive guide to the flags of every country.
Includes the origin and development of flags, government, military, navy ensigns
and more.
Examining cases such as the introduction of the Maple Leaf to replace the
Canadian Red Ensign and Union Jack as the national flag, Champion shows that,
despite what he calls Canada's "crisis of Britishness," Pearson and his
supporters unwittingly perpetuated a continuing Britishness because they - and
their ideals - were the product of a British world. Using a fascinating array of
personal papers, memoirs, and contemporary sources, this ground-breaking
study demonstrates the ongoing influence of Britishness in Canada and
showcases the personalities and views of some of the country's most important
political and cultural figures. An important study that provides a better
understanding of Canada, The Strange Demise of British Canada also shows the
lasting influence Britain has had on its former colonies across the globe.
Learn and color blank, outline maps of Canada and its Provinces and Territories with
Canada Maps, Canadian Provinces, Territories and Flags Coloring Book. The Canada
Map Coloring Book includes blank, outline maps for learning Canadian geography,
coloring, home school, education including social studies and even making up a map
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for marketing. Each blank, outline Province or Territory is presented with detail maps of
political borders, capital, major cities and towns. Each is broken down to 6 maps with
their names and other information like highways, rivers and lakes, cites and towns, and
capital. Also included is a blank outline map without any information, which is great to
color however you want. Students can color and label the maps. Each Province and
Territory map includes their flag with some general information, including; Capital,
Population, Size, Confederation, Motto, Bird, Flower, Tree, and a Fun Fact. Students
can trace the outlines of the map, study and highlight regions and features. A fun and
educational learning resource for students and kids. This book is used in teaching,
schools, home school, social studies and instructional methods. Including geography
Black outline, blank Canadian maps included in the coloring book are: * Canada and
the United States * Canada * Canada Provinces * Canadian Flag * Alberta * British
Columbia * Manitoba * New Brunswick * Newfoundland and Labrador * Northwest
Territories * Nova Scotia * Nunavut * Ontario * Prince Edward Island * Quebec *
Saskatchewan * Yukon Territory * North America * North America Globe * United
States * Each Province or Territory includes its flag. Each map includes a blank version
without names. The printable, blank, outline maps in this coloring book can be freely
photocopied by a teacher or parent for use in a classroom or for home school lessons.
The definitive guide to Canada's flag for young readers, Our Flag explores fun facts
about the national banner and its provincial ones, as well as flags from around the
world and throughout history. From the story behind the iconic maple leaf design to stepby-step instructions on making your own flag, this is a must-read for Canadian children.
The Canadian flag stands for our nation. Its colours and design reflect Canada's history
and represent all Canadians. Today, the Canadian flag is famous all over the world -Back cover.
Published by the Boy Scouts of America for all BSA registered adult volunteers and
professionals, Scouting magazine offers editorial content that is a mixture of
information, instruction, and inspiration, designed to strengthen readers' abilities to
better perform their leadership roles in Scouting and also to assist them as parents in
strengthening families.
Bring the world a little closer with these multicultural books. An excellent way for
students to appreciate and learn cultural diversity in an exciting hands-on format. Each
book explores the history, language, holidays, festivals, customs, legends, foods,
creative arts, lifestyles, and games of the title country. A creative alternative to student
research reports and a time-saver for teachers since the activities and resource
material are contained in one book.
Supports Provincial Standards! Canadian children should be exposed and become
more knowledgeable with their wonderful country. This book has been written to
acquaint and to expand student knowledge of Canada's Physical Regions, Climate,
Provinces, Territories, Capital Cities, Bodies of Water, Natural Resources, Industrial
Growth, and its People. During this study students will develop and strengthen reading,
research, and mapping skills. Includes 20+ activities, 23 maps, teacher guide and
answer key! 126 pages
Proceedings of the 22nd International Congress of Genealogical and Heraldic Sciences in
Ottawa from August 18 to 23, 1996. -- Actes du 22e congrès international des sciences
généalogique et héraldique à Ottawa du 18 au 23 août 1996.
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This document contains papers on the following topics: Canadian citizenship for a progressive
state; the current status of teaching about citizenship in Canadian elementary and secondary
schools; Canadian society in the year 2000; the Charter and the teaching human rights and
citizenship; the Charter and legal literacy; literacy for citizenship; ways of teaching values;
theories and attitudes towards political education; thoughts on education for global citizenship;
role-play and citizenship education; co-operative learning; and an exercise in simulations and
citizenship education.
Use Reading Comprehension and Skills to help students in grade 4 develop a strong
foundation of reading basics so that they will become competent readers who can advance to
more-challenging texts. This 128-page book encourages vocabulary development and
reinforces reading comprehension. It includes engaging grade-appropriate passages and
stories about a variety of subjects, reproducible and perforated skill practice pages, 96 cutapart flash cards, answer keys, and an award certificate.
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